California Community College Transfer Directors Summit Agenda
Tuesday, March 3, 2020, 8 A.M. - 2 30 P.M.

Sacramento, Cal Expo, Marriott

8:00 - 9:00

Check In & Breakfast

8:45 - 9:00

Steve St.Cin, TCW Director, Welcome

9:00 - 9:50

Cecilia Arriaza, Fullerton College (Transfer Pipeline Interventions/Application Workshops)
Building off of the RP Group’s Through the Gate Study, this presentation will share how
Fullerton College is working towards institutionalizing the “through the gate” framework to
better understand the transfer pipeline for our students. By leveraging the capacity of our
institutional data systems and research team, our goal is to use data to identify students
at various stages of the pipeline, assess equity gaps and develop targeted interventions.
This presentation will also describe how Fullerton College developed a 5-part application
workshop series to assist students in the year-long application process. Topics covered
in each of the workshops will be shared as well as some data/results of students
attending the series.

10:00 - 10:50

Rachel Anicetti, Los Medanos College (Using Transfer Data Resources)
Make Public Transfer Data Sources Work for You and Your College: What changes in
transfer outcomes have been occurring at your college? Using resources like the UC
Information Center, CSU Analytics, and the Chancellor's Office Data Mart, Los Medanos
College's Transfer Services has created usable transfer outcome data reports on
subjects like changes in transfer majors, transfer by equity groups, and transfers by
institution type over time, for Guided Pathways planning, equity outcomes, new program
development, and more. Learn how to create similar documents for your campus with
simple Excel tools and formatting.

11:00 - 11:50

Steve St.Cin, Butte College & Christopher Sweeten, West LA.College (Guided Pathways
Transfer Program Mapping & Specialization)
A chronological walk through Butte College’s guided pathways program mapping maze,
with an emphasis on transfer ADTs.

There will be a reference to identifying transfer programs in Orientation. There will be an
example using the Education Planning Tool function of Hobson/Starfish for new or
continuing students. Lastly included will be a pro/con look at some of the specialization
inherent in some Guided Pathways models.
12:00 – 1:00

Lunch

1:00 – 1:50

Mariana Moreno from Crafton Hills College, Scott Cooper from College of the Desert &
Jessica Rodriguez, Mt. San Jacinto College (Campus-Wide Transfer Culture)
Region 9 (Inland Empire) community colleges will share some of their best practices and
innovative ideas towards building a campus-wide culture of transfer. Our goal is that you
leave the workshop with tools, tips and tricks that you can implement or modify on your
campus to immediately help your students transfer through the gate and realize their
educational goals. The strategies include topics such as: leveraging the support of
instructional faculty and staff to increase transfer awareness, disseminating high quality,
ADA-compliant, electronic transfer information via Canvass, effectively utilizing
technology to inform the campus transfer culture in a timely manner and, low-cost student
activities that engage and celebrate a culture of success. All these best practices are
ideal for Transfer Center Directors that struggle with limited staffing and financial
resources to meet the large need for transfer services on their campuses. All activities
directly support the mission of Guided Pathways.

2:00 – 2:30

Dan Nannini, Santa Monica College (Closing Perspectives)

